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Abstract
Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) of stoichiometric H2 -air mixtures have been performed to investigate the probability of safetyrelevant ignition processes under both laminar and turbulent conditions. For the range of parameters considered, the computed
induction times show a very good agreement with experimental data. DNS show that all spherical kernels with initial temperatures
and radii larger than the critical values will successfully ignite the stoichiometric premixed H2 -air system and lead to a self-sustained
flame as long as the turbulence intensity remains below a given threshold, here u′ /sL < 3.1 (where u′ and sL are the rms velocity
and the laminar flame speed, respectively). Beyond this value, the mean ignition delay becomes rapidly higher (up to 50%) than
the laminar one for all setups that lead to successful ignition, but an increasing percentage of all cases lead to misfires. Ultimately,
a misfire becomes systematic around u′ /sL > 7.5.
Introduction
The physicochemical processes leading to ignition of a reactive mixture have been extensively investigated during the last
decades, demonstrating both the importance and the complexity of this issue. Most early studies of ignition phenomena from
the point of view of safety analysis could only rely on experimental measurements and simplified theoretical models, like
those reported in the seminal textbook of Lewis and von Elbe
[1] (first published in 1951). This is due to the fact that ignition
is a fully coupled process involving two main aspects of very
high complexity: 1) chemistry and 2) heat transfer, both mostly
in a turbulent environment.
Chemical kinetics describe the evolution of all radicals
needed for the onset of ignition. A quantitative investigation
taking this point into account can only be realized if all chemical pathways are known, if the corresponding reaction parameters have been determined accurately, and if the available computational power is sufficient to carry out corresponding simulations, involving possibly hundreds or thousands of individual
reactions. The challenge associated with this issue hence completely depends on the composition of the considered mixture,
in particular on the fuel. This is why the present study only considers stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixtures, for which accurate
and validated physicochemical data are available [2].
Secondly, heat exchange processes with the surroundings
will be essential to decide if the ignition event will be successful and lead to a fully developed flame, or if it will fail after
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a short time. In order to take this aspect into account, all relevant heat exchange paths (convection and conduction) must
be described accurately. A reliable quantitative study then necessitates an excellent description of the local turbulent flow
conditions and of all relevant transport properties (in particular
diffusion). The challenges associated with this second aspect
depend on the flow conditions (laminar vs. turbulent) and on
the retained configuration (premixed vs. non-premixed, possible interaction with surfaces, possible importance of radiative
heat transfer or of evaporation).
In the present work, only premixed ignition is considered.
Due to the progress in computing power, simulations taking
into account in a realistic manner the surrounding turbulent
flow conditions, and thus the convective and conductive heat
exchange, became possible in the early nineties. Corresponding results are found for instance in [3, 4], for two-dimensional
(2D) flows and/or employing a single-step chemical reaction.
The obtained observations have been discussed further in [5, 6],
demonstrating in particular the interest of Direct Numerical
Simulations (DNS) to investigate such configurations. Nevertheless, the probability of successful ignition could not be considered using DNS and realistic chemical kinetics at this early
stage. Later works went a step ahead to consider more realistic kinetics in 2D flows (e.g., [7]) or in three-dimensional (3D)
conditions but with a simplified kinetic description (one-step
chemistry, like for instance in [8, 9, 10]). Recent DNS studies indeed consider 3D flames with complex kinetic schemes
(see e.g., [11]) but do not investigate specifically ignition processes. In the context of hot-gas jet ignition, 2D numerical studies of the combustion of lean premixed natural gas-air mixtures
are reported in [12] where the influence of variations in ignition energy, affected by both kernel temperature and size, and
equivalence ratio, on the flame development is studied in an

initially quiescent gas. It is shown that as long as the available ignition energy is greater than a minimum, the duration in
which a steady flame speed is achieved is a strong function of
kernel temperature; it is not a function of kernel size. More
recently, a parametric study of auto-ignition scenarios for lean
n-heptane/air [13] and hydrogen/air [14] mixtures with thermal
stratification at constant volume and high pressure have also
been conducted using detailed 2D DNS. Unlike the focus here,
the study concentrates on the influence of imposed initial temperature fluctuations (T ′ ) and the ratio of turbulence to ignition
delay timescale on the auto-ignition of the lean mixture.
The present study relies exclusively on DNS with detailed
chemical and transport models to investigate ignition events in
turbulent premixed flames burning hydrogen, similar in configuration to those conducted in [12]. The aforementioned two
aspects have been taken into account simultaneously. Configurations where autoignition is obtained in the absence of any external flow are afterwards perturbed by adding turbulent fluctuations of increasing intensity. The impact of turbulence is quantified in a statistically meaningful manner by repeating these
DNS simulations, leading to independent realizations.

Figure 1: Typical computational domain and flame configuration for
setup S2(3)D.

Full multicomponent diffusion velocities may be quite expensive to compute in practical simulations, since one has to
determine iteratively the binary diffusion coefficients via the
diffusion matrix [20]. For the present computations, we consider the Hirschfelder-Curtiss approximation [21], whereby a
mixture-averaged diffusion coefficient, D∗i for the species i in
the local mixture is given as

Problem configuration and initialization
DNS has emerged over the last two decades to provide as far
as possible an exact solution for both fluid dynamics and flame
structures in reacting flows.
In the present study, the massively parallel DNS flame solver
parcomb is used, improved during more than fifteen years based
on the original 2D version [15]. It solves the full compressible
reactive Navier-Stokes system coupled with detailed physicochemical models. The balance equations for mass, momentum, total energy and all mass fractions are solved in a coupled manner using a sixth-order central differencing scheme
on a Cartesian grid [16]. Numerical dissipation is further reduced and stability improved with the implementation of the
skew-symmetric formulation [17] for the convective terms. An
explicit fourth-order Runge-Kutta time integrator is employed.
The extended Navier-Stokes Characteristic Boundary Conditions (NSCBC [18]) are used, with non-reflecting boundaries
and pressure relaxation applied along all open faces. The parallelization relies on a 3D block structure using the Message
Passage Interface paradigm for data exchange. The code offers a good single-core performance and a near perfect parallel
scaling for full three-dimensional production runs.
With parcomb, an equation is solved explicitly for each
and every chemical species involved in the employed detailed
chemical scheme, simultaneously with the Navier-Stokes equations. A complex chemical reaction scheme comprising N s
species and Nr elementary reactions is considered.
For the results presented later, a H2 /O2 chemical scheme
specifically developed to investigate auto-ignition [19] has been
systematically employed. It involves 38 elementary reactions
and 9 species (H2 , O2 , H2 O, H, O, OH, HO2 , H2 O2 & N2 ).
Detailed models are also employed for the computations of
the diffusive processes.

D∗i = PN
s

(1 − Yi )

k=1,k,i

(Xi /Dik )

(1)

where Dik is the binary diffusion coefficient. In order to ensure mass conservation, the diffusion velocity Vi for species i is
divided into a predictor and a corrector term.
Flame configurations and initialization
To validate the above numerical and physicochemical models specifically for auto-ignition studies, homogeneous configurations were first considered. In this first instance (referred
hereafter as setup S0D), uniform initial profiles for all variables are imposed at t = 0 and allowed to iterate in a zerodimensional simulation. In this way, the auto-ignition delay
(or induction) times τ are obtained as a function of the mixture
composition (described by the equivalence ratio Φ), and initial temperature T 0 . In the second validation test case (referred
hereafter as setup S1D), initial profiles are prescribed as above
in a one-dimensional configuration but this time with a step in
the middle of the domain for temperature (and hence density
under initially isobaric conditions). The step is approximated
by an hyperbolic tangent function involving a stiffness parameter. Checking the influence of this parameter, it is possible to
find a range in which it does not show any influence on the obtained results, as seen later when comparing the results obtained
for τ from setups S0D and S1D. Keeping now this stiffness parameter constant, the induction times can be parameterized and
investigated as a function of the temperature peak T 0 and radius of the initial hot temperature zone, R0 . The surrounding
mixture is always kept at T u = 300 K.
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Cases
2
4
6
8
10
12
14

u′ /sL
2.5
3.8
5.0
6.3
7.5
8.8
10.0

τ (ms)
0.64
0.42
0.32
0.25
0.21
0.18
0.16

Ret
146
219
292
365
438
511
584

in a single-user mode. While a typical 3D computation requires
about 20 days of CPU until ignition or misfire, a DNS in 2D
can be finished in less than one day, allowing systematic computations.
Numerical results and discussion
First, self-ignition results in the laminar regime for the three
setups are discussed. The employed physicochemical and numerical models can be validated in this manner by comparison with available experimental data. This study also delivers
critical auto-ignition parameters in the absence of turbulence.
Ignition delay times in two and three dimensions are then investigated and compared, showing that 2D DNS are sufficient
to investigate the present problem. Finally, ignition events in
the presence of turbulent fluctuations at increasing intensities
and their influence on the auto-ignition delay time is discussed.
Results are presented in a statistical manner towards characterizing successful ignition (or misfire) events relevant to safety
issues.
There are many criteria with which the auto-ignition delay
of a flammable mixture can be defined: for instance based on
the moment of fastest temperature rise; fastest gas expansion;
fastest pressure rise; fastest reaction rate rise; fastest rise in a
given species [23, 24]. . . All these definitions have convincing
justifications depending on the particular focus of the study, although a disparity of up to 20% in the obtained delay times
might be observed [25]. When considering detailed chemistry
simulations, the auto-ignition delay computed as the time of
fastest temperature rise is often recommended [25]. It is used
systematically in the present study.

Table 1: Initial turbulence parameters for selected cases of setup S2D.

After successful validation, initially perfectly circular/spherical laminar premixed H2 -air kernels at Φ = 1.0 are
considered. The simulated domain is exemplified in Fig. 1,
consisting of a square (in 2D – setup S2D) or cube (in 3D
– setup S3D) of side length L = 1.6 cm discretized with a
uniform grid spacing of 20 µm, necessary to resolve correctly
the smallest vortical structures but also stiff intermediate
radicals like H2 O2 .
The initial kernel is laminar, at temperature T 0 and radius R0 ,
located at the center of the domain and surrounded by a fresh
atmospheric H2 -air mixture at T u . The initial mass fractions
YH2 = 0.0291 and YO2 = 0.233 at T u , and YH2 O = 0.243 at
T 0 are systematically prescribed outside and within the kernel,
respectively. In all setups and cases, an appropriate nitrogen
complement is added everywhere at the start.
For all turbulent cases in setup S2(3)D, the initial laminar
profiles are superimposed with a homogeneous isotropic turbulent field at t = 0, generated by the digital filtering technique
initially proposed in [9]. The adaptation of this technique for
time-decaying turbulence in a box using parcomb has been discussed in [16]. For the turbulent computations presented later,
the integral length scale measured directly from the initial turbulence field is kept constant and equal to lt = 1.27 mm, the
fresh mixture viscosity is constant as well, ν = 1.74 10−5 m2 /s.
Fifteen turbulence levels (one laminar case and fourteen cases
with increasing turbulent velocity) have been considered, ultimately spanning a range in turbulence intensities from u′ /sL =
1.25 to u′ /sL = 10.0. The corresponding turbulent Reynolds
numbers based on the integral scale Ret = u′ lt /ν increase from
73 to 584. More details are given in Table 1 for half of the
turbulent cases in the interest of space.
In order to obtain statistically meaningful results, an average
over a sufficient number of independent realizations is needed
[22]. For this reason, up to twenty realizations have been finally
considered for each turbulence intensity. Since a random number generator is involved, each DNS is associated with the same
global properties of turbulence (spectrum, correlations, fluctuations, Reynolds number. . .) but corresponds to a different initial
condition in space, and thus to a different realization. As will be
shown later, a sufficiently rich DNS database might be needed
to rule out spurious effects and to obtain a safer confidence interval for ignition probability of such flammable mixtures.
For most computations, our local Linux-based PC-cluster
(Opteron quad-core nodes, 32 GB memory/node and Infiniband
connection) involving 512 computing cores has been employed

Auto-ignition under laminar conditions
Several laminar computations (involving setups S0D
and S1D) were carried out for 0.1 ≤ Φ ≤ 1.0, 0.2 ≤ R0 ≤ 5.0
mm) and 910 ≤ T 0 ≤ 1200 K at one atmosphere. The dependency of τ on these parameters is presented in Fig. 2. Experimental self-ignition delay data from the literature [26, 27]
for different T 0 and Φ within the limits considered in the simulations have been included as well in Fig. 2. For all conditions, the numerical results from setup S0D show an excellent
agreement with the corresponding experimental values. Since
ignition delay is essentially kinetically controlled in homogeneous systems, the quality of the employed reaction mechanism
is therefore confirmed by this study.
In Fig. 2, τ is plotted as a function of T 0 . As expected, a
strong decrease of τ for increasing T 0 is observed. It is interesting to note that the auto-ignition delay from zero-dimensional
(homogeneous) and one-dimensional computations all collapse
on a single value for a given T 0 . This also confirms the choice
of the employed stiffness parameter.
Also shown in Fig. 2 are the auto-ignition delay from selected laminar and turbulent H2 -air spherical premixed kernels
computations in both two (setup S2D) and three (setup S3D)
dimensions for different initial kernel temperatures. The computed induction times for both flow conditions are much higher
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Figure 2: Self-ignition delay of stoichiometric H2 -air mixtures under laminar
conditions versus initial temperature, together with experimental data [26, 27].
Results obtained for premixed kernels involving a hot region in either 2D or 3D
are shown as well for comparison and later discussion.

compared with those from the homogeneous case for any given
T 0 , even if the slope of the curve stays similar. This is expected, since additional physical effects for curved flames are
introduced and modify transport processes. Considering now
each pair for the laminar or turbulent computations at any given
T 0 value, the ignition delay obtained in 2D and 3D cases always
show negligible differences, both with and without turbulence
(Fig. 2). This demonstrates that, while the initial flame setup
(curved vs. planar flames) strongly influences the results, the
dimensionality (2D vs. 3D) for a given setup does not impact
the ignition delay, even for turbulent computations. Hence, 2D
DNS are enough to describe with a sufficient accuracy the ignition probability, as done by other groups [13]. In this manner,
systematic studies become possible. Furthermore, Fig. 2 is a
first indication that turbulence leads to a reduction of the mean
ignition delay, as discussed later in more details.

Figure 3: Auto-ignition of stoichiometric premixed H2 -air kernels under turbulent conditions: Temporal evolution of temperature field during a (a,c,e) successful auto-ignition and (b,d,f) misfire event for u′ /sL = 2.5 and u′ /sL = 10.0,
respectively. The color scale is fixed for the main plots while the inlaid subplots
in the upper-right corner show the same results with a min-max color scale.

Ignition under turbulent conditions
For a given turbulence intensity, each of the simulated turbulent cases has been finally repeated up to twenty times, corresponding to independent realizations for a fixed value of u′ /sL .
The time-dependent profiles of the maximum temperature in
the computational domain for the laminar and first eleven turbulent computations at three different turbulence intensities,
Ret = 146 (Case 2), Ret = 438 (Case 10) and Ret = 584 (Case
14) are exemplified in Fig. 4. The obtained auto-ignition delays
are shown for selected cases in Table 2, including the mean
value for each u′ /sL . With these initial parameters/conditions,
the unperturbed setup will always ignite at τ0 = 2.14 ms and
is hereby taken as a reference case (case 0, shown as bold line
in Fig. 4). Figure 4(a) shows a case for which corresponding H2 -air kernels will always ignite. Its mean auto-ignition
delay τmean = 2.16 ms is very slightly higher than the laminar ignition delay, τ0 = 2.14 ms. Note, however, that for
such conditions a single turbulent realization might deliver either a faster or a shorter ignition delay compared to the laminar case, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a). Prior to auto-ignition, the

Adding now time-decaying isotropic turbulence for various
turbulent intensities, the influence of turbulence on the probability of self-ignition events of premixed hydrogen-air mixtures
can be quantified. For this purpose, only setup S2D (initially
spherical kernels computed by 2D DNS) is considered in what
follows. As documented in Table 1, the turbulence intensity
u′ /sL is varied from 1.25 to 10.0 for a constant initial kernel
radius of R0 = 3.0 mm.
The impact of turbulence on the initially laminar kernel is illustrated in Fig. 3, where slides of the temperature field at three
different time instances are displayed for selected realizations
of Case 2 (u′ /sL = 2.5) and Case 14 (u′ /sL = 10.0). The first
scenario, where the turbulence is relatively mild (left column,
Fig. 3(a,c,e)) leads to a successful auto-ignition event. In the
right column (Fig. 3(b,d,f)) intense turbulence leads to a misfire. The turbulence intensity is in this last case so intense that
it ultimately leads to a complete quenching of the reactions. As
the turbulence increasingly wrinkles the kernel with time, the
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tion delay for the first eleven repetitions at a given u′ /sL . A
general decrease of τmean with the turbulence intensity can be
observed. From this figure, it can be seen that weak turbulent
fluctuations will first increase slightly the average ignition delay. Too intense turbulence will result in a systematic misfire
(Fig. 4(c)). In between, the ignition occurs increasingly rapidly
but with a decreasing probability.
The probability of a successful auto-ignition event Pi is
shown in Fig. 5(b) as a function of u′ /sL . For u′ /sL ≤ 3.1,
the ignition probability remains constant at Pi = 1.0. This is
directly followed by a region of linear decrease with increasing
u′ /sL , up to u′ /sL = 5.6, from where this monotonic dependency is lost considering only eleven realizations, as with the
τmean profiles. In order to check this evolution, additional realizations have been afterwards included for those specific u′ /sL
values for which a non-uniform trend in Pi was first observed.
The Pi values computed from sixteen realizations are shown
as well in Fig. 5(b), and lead back to a strictly decreasing and
monotonic profile up to u′ /sL = 8.1. For this last value, and due
to a very high probability of misfire, even sixteen runs are not
enough. Increasing the number of realizations to twenty, it was
finally possible to establish a monotonic profile for the entire
spectrum of u′ /sL values. This interesting observation shows
that a relatively high number of repetitions might be required
under certain conditions in order to get a consistent trend concerning auto-ignition probability and delay at high turbulence
levels.
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Table 2: Auto-ignition of stoichiometric premixed H2 -air kernels under turbulent conditions: Induction times for kernels initially at T 0 = 1200 K,
R0 = 3.0 mm and one atmosphere. Entries with an infinity symbol (∞) refer to
a misfire event.
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(c) Ret = 584 (Case 14)
Figure 4: Auto-ignition of stoichiometric premixed H2 -air kernels under turbulent conditions: Temporal evolution of maximum temperature within the computational domain for the laminar case and first eleven turbulent realizations,
initially at T 0 = 1200 K, R0 = 3.0 mm and one atmosphere.

maximum temperature drops very slightly before rising again,
initially with a similar exponential shape to the laminar case.
On average, this first drop in maximum temperature tends to
increase with Ret . For all intermediate turbulence levels (cases
where 3.1 ≤ u′ /sL < 8.1), the turbulent flow ignites in average faster than the laminar reference case. For most cases, all
turbulent realizations ignite –when successful– faster than the
laminar realization, as shown for instance in Fig. 4(b), confirming observations from the literature [25, 10]. The mean ignition
delay under turbulent conditions (averaged from at least eleven
realizations), τmean is shown in Fig. 5(a) as a function of u′ /sL ,
with error bars representing the minimum and maximum igni-

Conclusions
Direct Numerical Simulations of atmospheric H2 -air mixtures have been performed under stoichiometric conditions in
order to investigate the probability of successful (or misfired)
auto-ignition events under laminar and turbulent conditions.
Besides the influence of the mixture equivalence ratio on the
auto-ignition delay, a critical self-ignition initial temperature
(T 0,c ) and initial hot kernel radius (R0,c ) have been identified.
In one-dimensional configurations, T 0,c = 910 K and R0,c =
5
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Figure 5: Auto-ignition of stoichiometric premixed H2 -air kernels under turbulent conditions: (a) Mean auto-ignition delay and (b) auto-ignition probability versus turbulence intensity (u′ /sL ) for initial conditions T 0 = 1200 K,
R0 = 3.0 mm and one atmosphere. The laminar case is plotted for u′ /sL = 0.

0.3 mm, while in spherical kernels with the same mixture composition, first ignition events are recorded for T 0,c = 1200 K and
R0,c = 1.8 mm. A similar evolution is observed in the computed
auto-ignition delays. Moreover, induction times from twodimensional calculations prove to be extremely close to those
from three-dimensional computations under the same conditions, so that systematic studies can be carried out using 2D
DNS. The induction times computed using the employed numerical and physicochemical models show a very good agreement with available experimental data.
Self-ignition scenarios in the turbulent regime considering
homogeneous isotropic turbulence are then considered to characterize the influence of the interaction between kinetics and
heat transport processes while varying the turbulent Reynolds
number. It is observed that all spherical stoichiometric premixed kernels of H2 -air with T 0 ≥ T 0,c and R0 ≥ R0,c will
successfully auto-ignite in a turbulent environment with turbulence intensities u′ /sL ≤ 3.1. Beyond this intensity, the mean
auto-ignition delay becomes shorter than the laminar one for all
successful ignitions. At the other extreme, a misfire appears to
be inevitable for u′ /sL ≥ 9.4. By repeating the DNS realizations up to twenty times, the probability of successful ignition
events is found to decrease monotonically and almost linearly
with u′ /sL when this value exceed roughly 3, until getting a
systematic misfire.
Future studies will consider the possible influence of the turbulence length scale. Additionally, it is important to understand
the underlying physical and chemical processes leading to the
reported observations.
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